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Figure 1. Motivated by the recent state-of-the-art image manipulation method [9] can not handle the low-level manipulation, such as
relighting the scene, or creating illumination effect (top row). We present physics-guided and training-free diffusion for controlling illumi-
nation conditions in images. In image synthesis, our method generates photo-realistic illumination conditions under the proper illumination
property guidance. Our model is also able to perform illumination editing of the original images, such as adding new illumination to images
or face relighting (bottom row). Our approach is training-free and easily integrated with most pixel-based diffusion models, enhancing
their illumination control capabilities efficiently.

Abstract
This paper introduces a novel approach to illumina-

tion manipulation in diffusion models, addressing the gap
in conditional image generation with a focus on lighting
conditions. We conceptualize the diffusion model as a
black-box image render and strategically decompose its en-
ergy function in alignment with the image formation model.
Our method effectively separates and controls illumination-
related properties during the generative process. It gen-
erates images with realistic illumination effects, including
cast shadow, soft shadow, and inter-reflections. Remark-

∗Work was done at University of Amsterdam.

ably, it achieves this without the necessity for learning in-
trinsic decomposition, finding directions in latent space, or
undergoing additional training with new datasets.

1. Introduction

Generative models have shown their ability to create im-
ages that closely resemble real ones. The advent of condi-
tional diffusion models has further enhanced the generation
of specific semantic content [11, 16, 24, 27, 35], contents
[9, 20, 34, 38], layout [19, 50], etc. However, a notable lim-
itation is their inability to control illuminations precisely
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in the generated images. On the other hand, physically-
based rendering pipelines like Blender [10] can achieve
high-fidelity illumination but are time-consuming and lack
diversity. In this paper, we combine the generative capabil-
ities of diffusion models with the guidance of physically-
based models to create a novel approach for controlling il-
lumination conditions in both generated and real images.

Altering illumination conditions is essential for various
computer vision and computer graphics tasks. Typically,
this involves decomposing and recomposing the intrinsic
components of a scene [14, 30, 31, 33, 36, 52]. Recently,
the advancement of the generative models provide a way to
solve such tasks end-to-end, e.g., finding the corresponding
direction in the Style-GAN’s latent space [6, 7]. However,
these methods often require extensive datasets containing
various intrinsic labels such as surface normals, depth, light
sources, or the direction searching. In contrast, we propose
a more straightforward approach to illumination condition
control by harnessing the power of diffusion models guided
by physical principles (Table 1).

In this paper, we propose harnessing the generative pro-
cess of the diffusion model as a self-contained rendering
pipeline, enabling the manipulation of illumination con-
ditions through physics-driven guidance. This approach
allows us to circumvent the intricate tasks of decompos-
ing and recomposing scene intrinsic components. Conse-
quently, it can be seamlessly applied to diverse datasets and
lighting scenarios without the need for additional training,
tuning, or extra data labels.

In summary, the contributions are as follows:
• We regard the diffusion model as a black-box image

render and decompose its energy function according
to the image formation model.

• We introduce illumination-controllable image synthe-
sis and geometry-preserving real image relighting,
both guided by physics-based principles.

• Our work provides photorealistic control of illumina-
tion in both generated and real images, delivering re-
sults that are on par with, and in some aspects surpass,
models tailored to specific data domains.

• Our approach is entirely devoid of training require-
ments and does not rely on any CGI techniques to at-
tain controllable illumination conditions.

2. Related work
Conditional Diffusion Models. Diffusion models perform
well in various tasks due to their controllability [50]. This
includes image content [34], image layout [38], audio con-
tent [32], and human motion generation [45]. However, cur-
rent diffusion models often struggle with fine-grained con-
trol over illumination as illustrated in Figure 1. Our work
leverages the knowledge of illumination to formulate flexi-
ble energy functions. Classifier-guidance [13] demonstrates

that diffusion models can be guided by pretraining a noisy-
data based classifier. Classifier-free guidance [17] further
eliminates the need for extra pretraining by randomly drop-
ping out the guidance signal during training. Self-guided
diffusion models [19] even remove the annotation process
altogether. More recently, ControlNet [50] and its variants
has been used to address the illumination condition in dif-
fusion models [25, 48], yet those methods usually require
training Controlnet on extra dataset, resulting in a complex
and costly implementation.

Our method is complementary to all these approaches.
To fully leverage the potential of pretrained diffusion mod-
els, we propose an additional energy function based on il-
lumination theory to guide the generation of the diffusion
models.
Diffusion Based Image manipulation. A substantial body
of literature is dedicated to image manipulation and edit-
ing using diffusion models [9, 16, 24, 34, 35]. While these
methods harness the remarkable generative capabilities of
diffusion models to modify high to mid-level image at-
tributes such as semantics [18, 27] and layouts [38, 50], the
control of lower-level features, especially illumination, has
been unexplored. To this end, we introduce a novel illumi-
nation manipulation method tailored for conditional image
generation based on illumination. Our approach involves
decomposing the illumination-related properties during the
generative process and applying targeted guidance based on
these properties.

Notably, our training-free method can be easily inte-
grated into major diffusion models, enhancing their ability
to adjust illumination conditions on-the-fly. This contrasts
with [36], which is limited to human faces and relies on
trained and pre-trained parameters.
Intrinsic Image Decomposition. Intrinsic image decom-
position methods [2–5, 12, 21, 29, 31, 33, 46, 51, 52]
aim to decompose an image into illumination-relevant and
illumination-irrelevant parts. Recent diffusion-based meth-
ods [26, 49] have shown impressive decomposition results,
indicating that diffusion models have an awareness of in-
trinsic.

Our method builds on one of the earliest vision tech-
niques, retinex theory [28], for solving intrinsic decomposi-
tion. It extracts the illumination property of the image and
approximates it as the illumination-irrelevant component of
the image at a very low cost. We employ the simple decom-
position results as hints to guide the pre-trained diffusion
models to generate images with designated illumination.

3. Preliminaries
To illustrate the challenges in modifying illumination at-
tributes within diffusion models, we begin by comparing
the image synthesis process of diffusion models with the
image formation of real-world images.
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Neural Directional DiFaReli Ours
rendering[31, 52] search [6, 7] [36]

Neural backbone CNN, Transformer Style-GAN Diffusion Diffusion
label-free light mask, depth ✓ light source, cam paras ✓
End to End × ✓ × ✓
Different types of data × × × ✓
Diverse ouputs × Some of them × ✓

Table 1. Comparison with previous illumination control methods.

3.1. Real-world Image Formation

The image formation can be modelled by [40]:

I = m(n, l)

∫
ω

fc(λ)e(λ)ρ(λ)dλ (1)

where n represents the surface normal vector, and l denotes
the direction of the light source. The term m represents the
geometric relationship in the interaction. Additionally, λ
indicates the wavelength, fc(λ) the camera spectral sensi-
tivity, e(λ) the spectral power distribution of the illuminant,
ρ the surface reflectance.

Assuming the sensor response is linear and the wave-
length of visible spectrum is narrow (λI ), Equation (1) is
simplified as:

I = m(n, l)e(λI)ρ(λI). (2)

Then, at point x on the surface, the decomposition of I(x)
can be approximated by:

I(x) = R(x)⊙ S(x), (3)

where ⊙ represents the Hadamard product, R(x) is the
reflectance, which is illumination-invariant, and S(x) is the
shading, which is illumination-variant. By manipulating
shading, one can control the illumination properties in a
physics-based manner.

3.2. Diffusion Image Generation

Diffusion models [18, 41, 44] gradually perturb data using
a forward diffusion process and then reverse the process to
reconstruct the original data, as explained in previous stud-
ies [1, 13, 18, 43]. Let q(x0) denote the unknown data dis-
tribution in RD. The forward diffusion process, indexed by
time t as {xt}t∈[0,T ], can be succinctly represented by the
following forward Stochastic Differential Equation (SDE):

dx = f(x, t)dt+ g(t)dw, (4)

where w ∈ RD is a standard Wiener process, f(·, t) :
RD → RD is the drift coefficient and g(t) ∈ R is the diffu-
sion coefficient. The f(x, t) and g(t) are related to the noise
size and determine the perturbation kernel qt|0(xt|x0) from
time 0 to t.

Let qt(x) be the marginal distribution of the SDE at time
t in Equation (4). Its time reversal can be described by an-
other SDE [44]:
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Figure 2. Overall diagram of the proposed illumination control
diffusion method. Top, the illumination guidance image genera-
tion; Bottom, image relighting. xt represents the image at time
step t, ϵθ is the pre-trained U-Net [39]. ys and yc are prompts for
illumination guidance and the geometry persevering guidance.

dx = [f(x, t)− g(t)2s(x, t)]dt+ g(t)dw, (5)

where w is a reverse-time standard Wiener process with
dt as an infinitesimal negative timestep, and s(x, t) =
∇x log qt(x) represents the score. The score, similar to
energy, allows us to introduce an additional energy func-
tion E(·, ·, ·) into the reverse SDE process for the specific
guidance. We will further discuss the design of the energy
function for illumination-based guidance in later sections.

4. Method
As illustrated in Figure 2, our method performs two tasks:
1) it can control the illumination conditions of the generated
image, and 2) it can apply new lighting conditions on real
images. To accomplish these task, we first reformulate the
energy function in the diffusion process. Then, we intro-
duce the illumination guidance in image synthesis. Finally,
we propose geometry preserved relighting for real images.
Notably, this pipeline requires no further training, nor extra
data labels or CGI techniques.

4.1. Illumination Energy Decomposition

We reconsider the reversed SDE processing of diffusion im-
age generation based on the image formation model. As
mentioned in the preliminary, an image can be decom-
posed into illumination-variant I and illumination-invariant
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R parts. Therefore, we decompose the energy function
E(y,x, t) by the sum of two log potential functions [8]:

E(y,x, t) = λIEI(y,x, t) + λRER(y,x, t)
= λIEqt|0(xt|x)SI(y,xt, t)

+ λREqt|0(xt|x)SR(y,xt, t),

(6)

where y is our target guidance for energy, EI(·, ·, ·) : RD ×
RD×R → R and ER(·, ·, ·) : RD×RD×R → R are the log
potential functions, xt is the perturbed source image in the
forward SDE, qt|0(·|·) is the perturbation kernel from time 0
to time t in the forward SDE, SR(·, ·, ·) : RD×RD×R → R
and SI(·, ·, ·) : RD × RD × R → R are functions mea-
suring similarity between the target guidance and perturbed
source image. λR ∈ R> 0 and λS ∈ R> 0 are weighting
hyper-parameters for illumination-variant and illumination-
invariant components, respectively.

In the reverse process, given by Equation (5), and adopt-
ing a step size of h, the iteration rule from s to t = s−h is as
follows when applying our new illumination-based energy
function:

xt = xs − [f(x, s)− g(s)2(s(xs, s)−∇xE(y,x, s))]h

+ g(s)
√
hz,

(7)
where z ∼ N (0, I).The expectation in E(y,x, s) is esti-
mated by the Monte Carlo method of a single sample for
efficiency. In the following section, we will introduce the
construction of the energy function based on related illumi-
nation theories.

4.2. Illumination-Energy Guided Generation

Prompt for Illumination Energy Illumination is related
to the brightness of a pixel. [36] shows that by matching the
mean value difference between the reversed sampling and
generated sampling, the consistency of global brightness of
human portrait can be realized. This can be explained by
Equation (3), where the reflectance R of the human portrait
can be approximated as a constant. Therefore, the intensity
of pixel is directly reflecting illumination S. However, this
simplification falls short when dealing with more complex
surface reflectance. Therefore, an additional step of illumi-
nation property extraction is required.

We modify the multi-scale retinex model [37] to ex-
tract illumination properties. The illumination is computed
from the denosied image xt at the candidate step t. First
xt ∈ RH×W×3 is filtered by 2D Gaussians at multiple
scales, to capture the image’s varying level of geometry and
illumination. Subsequently, these blurred images are com-
bined using either uniform or user-defined weights. The

processing is formed as:

fs(mt, nt) =
∑
r,g,b

N∑
k=1

wk ·

(
1

2πσ2
k

e
− i2+j2

2σ2
k ∗ xt(m,n)

)
,

(8)
where fs(mt, nt) is the estimated lighting at pixel (m,n) at
given timestep t, {i, j} represents the position of the Gaus-
sian center, σk is the standard deviation for the kth scale,
and ∗ donates the convolution.

Illumination Energy Guidance We model the target illu-
mination condition by parameterizing the illumination map
as a composition of N 2D Gaussian functions G(·) as:

ys =

N∑
i=1

αiG(µi,Σi), (9)

where its mean µi represents the position of the light source
(for the visible light source) or the location of the brightest
parts of the image (for the invisible light source), and its co-
variance matrix (Σi) describes the spread and directionality
of the light. αi is the weight of corresponding Gaussian,
which is subject to Σαi = 1.

After the illumination property fs(.) and the illumination
prompt ys are computed, their difference can be quantified
using any differentiable similarity metric. In practice, the
pixel-wise mean square error is used to calculate this differ-
ence, which is defined as:

SI(ys,x, t) =
∑
x∈x

||fs(xt)− ys||2. (10)

4.3. Illumination-Energy on Real-world Image

The illumination-based guidance generation can be ex-
tended to modify or add lighting conditions in real-world
images, as shown in Figure 2. This involves two key steps:
firstly, an inverse processing stage to convert the input im-
age into a latent code, and secondly, a reflectance-based
correction to maintain the original image geometry while
altering the lighting. This approach enables flexible light-
ing manipulation while preserving the original image’s core
structure and details.

Real-image inversion Given an input image x0 ∈
RH×W×3, we utilize the inverse process of DDIM [42] con-
verts it to a latent xz ∈ RH×W×3 at the final forward DDIM
step z. Hence, given xz as input, the illumination-guided
generative process is able to change the light condition of
the real image. Yet, the edited image may not have the ex-
act same geometry, since the guidance on shading may also
disturb the geometry.
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Geometry persevering guidance Another key contribu-
tion of our method is the reflectance-based correction for
preserving the geometry of the edited image. Similar to
the condition on the illumination property, the geometry
property can be regarded as part of illumination-invariant
component R. And it can be represented as the surface re-
flectance difference. We apply a gradient-based method to
extract such difference by calculating the cross color ratios
(CCR) [15] of the surface.

Given an image x0 ∈ RH×W×3 to be edited and two
neighbouring pixels p1, p2. The CCR’s are calculated as:

MRG =
Rp1

Gp2

Rp2Gp1

,MRB =
Rp1

Bp2

Rp2Bp1

,MGB =
Gp1

Bp2

Gp2Bp1

,

(11)
where, MRG,MRB and MGB are the CCR for the color
channel pairs (R,G), (R,B) and (G,B), respectively. To
simplify the writing, we use MRG to represent the CCR
for all channel pairs, in the following statements. Given
the image formation in Equation (2), and the illumination
condition are close in a small neighborhood [12], we obtain:

logMRG = log(ρRp1 ) + log(ρGp2 )

− log(ρRp2 )− log(ρGp1 ).
(12)

Therefore, the CCR are illumination invariant and only de-
pends on reflectance transitions. For more mathematical
details, please refer to the supplementary material section.
The final normalized target CCR matrix Cx0 ∈ RH×W×3

is [MRG,MRB ,MGB]. The operation to compute the CCR
matrix for a image is expressed as: fc(·).

Similarly, the CCR matrix of the generated image at time
step t can be also calculated in the same manner, denoted by
Cxt

= fc(xt).
In a manner similar to the illumination prompting, we

define the geometry-related prompt as yc. Hence, the dis-
crepancy between the target CCR yc and the computed CCR
fc(xt) at sampling step t is quantified as follows:

SR(yc,xt, t) =
∑
x∈x

||fc(xt)− yc)||2. (13)

Then, the anti-gradient of the reflectance difference −∇Ct
L

is sent to the diffusion process together with the anti-
gradient of the illumination difference −∇StL, to achieve
the geometry preserved relighting in the real image editing.

5. Experiments
Pre-trained diffusion models. Our approach leverages
the generative capabilities of pre-trained diffusion models.
A summary of the models used in our study, along with the
datasets on which they are pre-trained, is as follows:

• ADM [13]: pretrained on LSUN-Bedroom[47] for
generating and editing the diverse illumination condi-
tions of bedrooms.

• EDM [23]: pretrained on FFHQ dataset for generating
diverse illumination conditions of human faces.

• DDIM [42]: pretrained on CelebA-HQ [22] for editing
illumination conditions of human faces.

5.1. Illumination Guidance in Image Synthesis

First, we demonstrate the effectiveness of our method in
generating photo-realistic images with different illumina-
tion variants, including different light direction, shadow,
and strength of illumination. Then, we evaluate the illumi-
nation guidance by comparing it with the human-instructed
image to image generative model [9]. In the case of the
human-instructed model, we employ text prompts that spec-
ify fixed illumination conditions to generate images. In con-
trast, our method directly integrates illumination prompts to
guide the generation process.

Figure 3 and Figure 5 illustrate the images generated un-
der varying illumination condition guidance. The associ-
ated illumination features are displayed alongside the im-
ages. The results showcase the photo-realistic generation
of illumination conditions, such as turning on a lamp or in-
creasing outdoor illumination, and so on.

Figure 4 highlights our method’s application in control-
ling the illumination effect of a new light source. By using
consistent illumination direction prompts, it illustrates the
ability to produce a range of illumination effects. These
variations correspond to the intensity of the light source,
illustrating the flexibility of our method in adjusting light
intensity within a scene.

Figure 6 visually demonstrates the results of increasing
the illumination coming from the window. These results
can be compared with those obtained using human-guided
image-to-image generative methods, Instruct-Pix2Pix [9],
which struggles on generating the image with the prompted
illumination, our method generates vivid illumination with
our illumination guided generation. The hyper-parameters
of [9] are carefully selected to obtain the stable results.

Table 2 presents the quantitative evaluation of our
method for generating images under specified illumination
conditions. We use MSE as the metric to measure the dis-
crepancy between the illumination extracted from the gen-
erated images and the given illumination prompt. Across
three distinct illumination conditions, our method consis-
tently achieves a better MSE score compared to the base-
line method without guidance and [9] with our carefully de-
signed prompt, underscoring the effectiveness of ours.

5.2. Illumination Editing in Real-world Image

We further evaluate our methods on illumination editing in
synthetic and real-world images. Figure 7 demonstrates our
method’s capability in illumination editing on various im-
ages. The sequence comprises the original input image,
its inversion, and the final relighted image, each accompa-
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Original image Light Condition 
#1

Light Condition 
#2

Light Condition 
#3

Illumination Illumination Illumination Illumination

Figure 3. Illumination Property-Guided Image Generation: Each pair of columns displays the generated image alongside its corresponding
illumination feature. The initial two columns show the original image without illumination guidance and its illumination feature. Subse-
quent columns illustrate images generated under various specific lighting conditions, with the illumination direction indicated by a sphere.

Illumination Illumination Illumination
condition #1 condition #2 condition #3

Instruct-Pix2Pix [9] 0.0896 0.0835 0.0346
ADM [13] 0.0887 0.0823 0.0344
Ours (ADM+illum. guided) 0.0757 0.0706 0.0311

Table 2. Quantitative results of the illumination map generated by
Instruct-Pix2Pix[9](w. text prompt guidance), ADM (w/o. illumi-
nation guidance) and ours (w. illumination guidance).

nied by their corresponding illumination features. Remark-
ably, our method skillfully adjusts the illumination direction
while maintaining the original geometry, showcasing its ef-
fectiveness even on colorful surfaces.

Figure 8 shows real-world image relighting using our

method, which operates without learned intrinsics [31] or
directional searches in latent space [6]. The loss of high-
frequency detail is attributed to the limitations of DDIM
inversion, as our guidance does not significantly alter the
geometry.

Figure 9 showcases our real-face relighting results. Our
method surpasses the performance of the state-of-the-art
image-to-image manipulation method by [9] (we carefully
designed their text prompt.). Additionally, our results are
comparable to those obtained by the specialized face re-
lighting method of [36].

5.3. Ablation Study & Discussion

Illumination property extraction. As introduced in Sec-
tion 4.2 , by extracting the illumination property, one can

6
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Control the illumination effect of an invisible light source

IncreasingDecreasing

Figure 4. Illumination effect control of an invisible light source. Given the same illumination direction prompt, our method is able to
generate multiple variants of illumination effect with respect to the strength of the light source.

ight condition #1 Light condition #2 Light condition #3

Light condition #2Light condition #1

Figure 5. Illumination Property-Guided Image Generation (Using
EDM [23]): Each pair of columns displays the generated image
alongside its corresponding illumination feature. Illumination di-
rection indicated by a sphere.

distinguish the illumination condition from the composited
image generation. Here, we evaluate the illumination guid-
ance without extracting the illumination property. As shown
in Figure 10, we guide the image synthesis process based
on the same illumination prompts, while we gradually in-
crease the lighting range of the light prompts, the content of
the image guided by the non-illumination specific property
shifts rapidly. Also, images are much blurry compared to
the ones with extracting illumination properties. Such re-
sults clearly showcase the effectiveness of the illumination
property extraction.
Computational efficiency. The computational cost anal-
ysis of our method (Table 3), reveals minimal additional
burden on the guided diffusion model. Specifically, the in-
ference time for image generation/editing, using standard
resolutions, batch sizes, and sampling steps, shows only a

Original image OursInstruct-Pix2Pix

Figure 6. Visual comparison with state-of-the-art image to image
diffusion model [9] in the context of generating new lighting con-
ditions.

Sampler Batch Sampling Batch Time (s) Batch Time (s)
Size steps w/o. guidance w. guidance

ADM [13] 16 100 102.63 110.85
DDIM [42] 8 40 11.59 15.63
EDM [23] 64 15 4.17 4.35

Table 3. Comparison of generation times (per batch) with and
without illumination guidance using ADM [13], DDIM [42], and
EDM [23] on a Pytorch framework. Tests were conducted on an
Nvidia RTX4090 GPU.

marginal increase. An increment of 8.2 seconds is shown
for ADM [13], 0.17 seconds for EDM [23], and 4.04 sec-
onds for DDIM [42], affirming the efficiency of ours.
Other intrinsic decomposition methods. Theoretically,
the retinex model can be replaced by any other decompo-
sition models, including learning-based models. We em-
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Input Image Relight 1 Relight 2 Relight 3Illumination Illumination Illumination IlluminationInversion

Figure 7. Geometry-Preserved Image Relighting: The sequence from left to right displays the original input image, the inverted image,
and the image relighting results under three different lighting conditions (denoted as Relight 1, Relight 2, and Relight 3). This progression
demonstrates the effectiveness of our method in maintaining geometric consistency while altering illumination conditions. Illumination
direction indicated by a sphere.
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Figure 8. Real indoor image relighting comparison: The left col-
umn displays real images captured with invisible light turned on
and off, illustrating the ground truth. The middle-left column
showcases images relighted by the method proposed by Li et al.
[31], which utilizes multiple sub-networks for intrinsic decompo-
sition and generates new images based on these modified intrin-
sics. The middle-right column shows StylitGAN’s [6] relighting,
applying directional search in the latent space. The right column
presents our results using illumination-guided diffusion, notably
achieving relighting without learned intrinsic decomposition, di-
rectional search, or CGI techniques.

ploy the multiscale retinex model for following reason: 1)
it is naturally differentiable, and can be directly used to cal-
culate the score; 2) it is computational cheap, since it only
contains few convolution operations, it will not significantly
increase the sampling time.

6. Conclusion

We proposed a novel and physics-based, training-free
method for manipulating illumination in both diffusion-
generated and real images. Our method realizes accu-
rate illumination-conditioned image generation by reform-
ing the energy function of diffusion models based on the
image formation model. Our approach does not require any
type of extra training or direction research. It is easy to

Real image OursDiFaReli Instruct-Pix2Pix

Figure 9. Real face image relighting comparison: The left column
presents the real face image for relighting. Middle-left column,
the lateset diffusion based face relighting method [36], which is
conditioned on multiple intrinsic and extrinsic components, and
needs multiple pretrained methods to decompose those compo-
nents. Middle-right column, human instructed image to image
generative method [9], fails badly on relighting. Right column,
our method is able to relight the face without learned intrinsic de-
composition, directional search, or CGI techniques.
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Figure 10. Ablation comparison of the illumination property ex-
traction. Top row: illumination guided generation without extract-
ing the illumination property. Bottom row: illumination guided
generation with the extracted illumination property.
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be embedded into current diffusion models. By prompting
the illumination-related feature, the diffusion model is able
to generate/adjust illumination-related semantics for proper
illumination conditions, such as turning on the lamp and
opening the window.
Limitation. Such illumination control is not always ac-
curate, and it is aligned to the learned data distribution of
pretrained diffusion models. A deeper investigation on ex-
tracting intrinsics of the diffusion models is needed in the
future.
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Retinex-Diffusion: On Controlling Illumination Conditions in Diffusion Models
via Retinex Theory

Supplementary Material

A. Cross Color Ratios
Section 4.3 introduced one can use cross color ratios to rep-
resent part of the illumination-invariant components. Here
we provide the detail to prove the CCR is illumination-
invariant. Taking the logarithm on both side of the Equation
(11), we get:

logMRG = logRp1
+ logGp2

− logRp2
− logGp1

. (14)

Given the image formation in Equation (1) and [4], at cer-
tain point, we obtain:

Cp1 = mb(n, s)e
Cp1 (λ)ρ

Cp1

b (λ)+ms(n, s,v)e
Cp1 (λ)ρ

Cp1
s (λ),

(15)
where Cp1

represents the color channel C at pixel p1, for an
input image. ρb and ρs represent the body diffuse refletance
and specular refletance respectively. Since the two neigh-
bouring pixels p1 and p2, the same illumination condition
can be assumed. Therefore,

eCp1 = eCp2 . (16)

Then, Equation (12) can be derived. It is important to
note that the Cross-Color Ratio (CCR) is solely influenced
by the surface reflectance. Consequently, the CCR remains
invariant to changes in illumination.
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